PASA Feb 24-25 2018 ASCA Trial General Information
Check-in Schedule (check in only on your first day)

DAILY Check in/measure in:
Briefing:
First walk through:
First Dog on the line:

7:00 – 7:30AM
7:30AM
7:45AM
8:00AM

You must measure in if:
 You are jumping at 20” or under in Standard (16” in Veterans)
 If you have a copy of a permanent height card that shows the dog’s
actual height from another organization, you may present that at check
in.
There are 103 dogs entered with a total of 763 runs for the
weekend. How can you single-handedly help us finish in time for a
long hot shower and leisurely dinner?
 Check in at the gate for each class while you are doing your
walkthrough.
 If you are NOT within 5 dogs of running, please stay OUT of the
congested area between the rings.
 If you ARE within 5 dogs of running, go to and STAY IN the
congested area between the rings.
 LISTEN to the gate steward!
 Smile at the score tables. And have fun!
Dog Poop
‘Nuff said.
Silver Buckle Series
This is the first trial in the Silver Buckle Series. It is open to any dog
that earns at least one qualifying Regular run in a 2018 PASA
sanctioned ASCA trial. See http://www.pasadogs.com for more
details.
Food
No food will be available for sale on site. PASA will provide a
continental style breakfast. Workers will be provided a free lunch,
as long as you are working at least 2 classes, and have signed up
in advance. If you are not working, you may pre-order lunch for
$8.50 in advance. (This will be homemade hot soup!)
We’re trying to be Green!
Water will be provided but you must bring your own container
(we're trying to be more green, so we have cut back on water
bottles). And please use the recycle containers.

Scoring, Questions, Problems
We will post the results of your runs at the score table. Please DO
check them right away if you have any questions about your run, or
if it’s a leg of particular importance to you.
If you have any questions or problems (TP in the portapotties,
running order, scoring issue, rules question, etc) or feedback, feel
free to seek out any of the trial committee or PASA members. Our
job is to keep you happy!
Move-ups
Move ups are permitted. You must sign the move-up list within 15
minutes after the last run is posted on Saturday. If you forget, we
cannot move you up the following day.
ATCHs, and other Big titles
If you think you may earn an ATCH, please let us know in advance
so we can be prepared to party! Please send an email to Warene
(just4alark@gmail.com) so we'll have your team's sticker ready to
personalize your ATCH pole.
NQ raffle
Once again, we will have the popular “NQ” raffle. For each round
that you do not quality in, you will earn one ticket. A drawing is held
at the end of each day. All day and other special workers also will
receive raffle tickets. If you have any “white elephant” gifts (can be
doggy or non-doggy related) you’d like to donate, we’ll be happy to
add them to the collection!
Directions
Take Highway 101 Tennant Ave. exit and head West towards the
mountains. Turn left onto Butterfield Blvd. Cross over Monterey
Road and turn right onto Watsonville Rd. Follow 2 miles to
Watsonville Ct. Facility is on your left. (Once you turn on
Watsonville Ct, it will be on the right)
Setup and Crating
The site is indoors on dirt. There is plenty of crating space inside.
General setup is not allowed until we have finished setting up all
the rings (this begins around 3pm). If you setup before we are
done, we will move you! We hope to be done by 4pm on Fri. If you
want to help, we’ll be done sooner!
RVs
If you haven’t made your advance reservation, please contact us
(agility@agilityrecordbook.com) ASAP.

Entry Numbers

Run Order (Left → Right, Top → Bottom)

Saturday
Jumpers
Gamblers
Gamblers
Regular

Elite
47
42
42
45,44

Open
12
12
13
11,12

Novice
25
24
22
24,24

Saturday – Tall to Small
Totals
84
78
77
80,80

Elite R1
Elite R1
Elite R2
Elite R1, R2

Open R1
Open R1
Open R2
Open R1, R2

Novice R1
Novice R1
Novice R2
Novice R1, R2

399
Sunday
Gamblers
Regular
Jumpers

42
11
14
44,43
8,9
20,20
44,42 11,10 23,23
Numbers subject to change

Sunday – Small to Tall
67
73,73
78,75

364

Elite R3
Elite R3, R4
Elite R2, R3

Open R3
Open R3, R4
Open R2, R3

Novice R3
Novice R3, R4
Novice R2, R3

